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Establish official logo/wordmark presentation formats.

objective 1

Establish official color palette.

objective 2

Establish typography guidelines.

objective 3

Generate guidelines to support implementation standards.

objective 4

Provide guidance for application to campus signage.

objective 5



Establish official logo/wordmark 
presentation formats.

objective 1

Provide both horizontal (wide) format and vertical (tall) format.

Provide direction for selecting a format (determined by available 
and orientation of space).

Build on original recommendations with updates to 
accommodate “University”.

Reduce the number of options to strengthen integrity of identity.



logomark–horizontal



wordmark–horizontal 
limited spacing*

* when spacing is limited, the logo may be dropped 
from the wordmark.



logomark–vertical



wordmark–vertical 
limited spacing*

* when spacing is limited, the logo may be dropped 
from the wordmark.



Establish official color palette.

objective 2

Modernize and refine color selections.

Provide primary and secondary palettes.

Ensure that colors are readily reproducible in digital  
and print applications.

Ensure color selections can be translated to spot,  
four-color builds and hexadecimal instances. 

Provide direction for color use, particularly related to typography.



primary color 

 1

Warner Pacific Blue

pantone

cmyk

hex/rgb

PMS 2915

61, 7, 0, 0

#3db7e4 
(61, 183, 228)



Mt. Tabor Green

pantone

cmyk

hex/rgb

PMS 390

24, 0, 98, 8

#b6bf00 
(182, 191, 0)

updated*

primary color 

 2

* this version of mt. tabor green has been modified  
from its original version. we recommend using the 
respective color values for digital and print.



primary

warner pacific blue

Pantone 2915C 
cmyk (61, 7, 0, 0) 
rgb (61, 183, 228) 
hex #3db7e4

mt. tabor green

Pantone 390C 
cmyk (24, 0, 98, 8) 
rgb (182, 191, 0) 
hex #b6bf00

black

cmyk (0, 0, 0, 100) 
rgb (0, 0, 0) 
hex #000000

secondary

Pantone 303C 
cmyk (100, 47, 23, 77) 
rgb (0, 49, 69) 
hex #003145

Pantone 5545C 
cmyk (60, 17, 38, 48) 
rgb (73, 108, 96) 
hex #496c60

Pantone 431C 
cmyk (45, 27, 17, 51) 
rgb (94, 106, 113) 
hex #5e6a71

These are the only 
colors that may be 
applied to the Warner 
Pacific visual identity.

These additional 
colors may be applied 
to copy, content or 
supporting graphics. 
Type may be reversed 
from within blocks of 
these colors as well.



Establish typography guidelines.

objective 3

Determine font selections for various applications  
in digital and print communications.

Limit the number of selections to simplify graphic design 
decision-making.

Provide solutions for headline and content choices. 

Provide serif and sans-serif selections.



Scala Sans

typefaces

Was there a quorum of able whizzkids gravely exciting 

How vexing a fumble to drop a jolly zucchini in the quick

Quickly Shortz dreams up a few vexing jumbles.

Jaded zombies acted quaintly but kept driving their ox

Scala
Was there a quorum of able whizzkids gravely exciting the jaded fish 

How vexing a fumble to drop a jolly zucchini in the quicksand.

Quickly Shortz dreams up a few vexing jumbles. 

updated

Web fallback

Lucida Grande Goudy Old Style

Web fallback

regular

italic

bold

bold italic



Scala Sans

typefaces*

The quick, brown fox jumps over a lazy dog. DJs flock by when MTV ax quiz prog. Junk MTV quiz 

graced by fox whelps. Bawds jog, flick quartz, vex nymphs. Waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex! 

Fox nymphs grab quick-jived waltz. 

Brick quiz whangs jumpy veldt fox. Bright vixens jump; dozy fowl quack. Quick wafting zephyrs 

vex bold Jim. Quick zephyrs blow, vexing daft Jim. Sex-charged fop blew my junk TV quiz. How 

quickly daft jumping zebras vex. 

Two driven jocks help fax my big quiz. Quick, Baz, get my woven flax jodhpurs! "Now fax quiz 

Jack! " my brave ghost pled. Five quacking zephyrs jolt my wax bed. Flummoxed by job, kvetching 

W. zaps Iraq. Cozy sphinx waves quart jug of bad milk. A very bad quack might jinx zippy fowls. 

Few quips galvanized the mock jury box. Quick brown dogs jump over the lazy fox.

Scala

updated

The quick, brown fox jumps over a lazy dog. DJs flock by when MTV ax quiz prog. Junk MTV 

quiz graced by fox whelps. Bawds jog, flick quartz, vex nymphs. Waltz, bad nymph, for quick 

jigs vex! Fox nymphs grab quick-jived waltz. 

Brick quiz whangs jumpy veldt fox. Bright vixens jump; dozy fowl quack. Quick wafting 

zephyrs vex bold Jim. Quick zephyrs blow, vexing daft Jim. Sex-charged fop blew my junk TV 

quiz. How quickly daft jumping zebras vex. 

Two driven jocks help fax my big quiz. Quick, Baz, get my woven flax jodhpurs! "Now fax quiz 

Jack! " my brave ghost pled. Five quacking zephyrs jolt my wax bed. Flummoxed by job, 

kvetching W. zaps Iraq. Cozy sphinx waves quart jug of bad milk. A very bad quack might jinx 

zippy fowls. Few quips galvanized the mock jury box. Quick brown dogs jump over the lazy fox.

Body: 7/9pt, 9/11pt, 13/15pt ** Body: 7/9pt, 9/11pt, 13/15pt **

* the scala and scala sans type families have native kerning installed. if problems are present regarding 
kerning or line-spacing, check your text editor or other text-styling that may be overriding native settings. 

* suggested font-size/line-height settings for body type.



Generate guidelines to support  
implementation standards.

objective 4
Simplify guidance from original visual standards guide.

Make direction readily digestible and memorable  
by reducing options.

Create an electronic document to contain guidelines.



signatures

updated



signatures

updated, clear space example



department signatures

updated



department signatures

updated, clear space example



department signatures

updated



business cards

multiple options, blue (staff)



business cards

long title, green (faculty)



name tag



email signatures

Long Short



email signatures without logomark

Long Short



Provide guidance for application  
to campus signage.

objective 5
Provide clear direction for generating signage.

Create standards for signage.

Accommodate a variety of types of signs across campus.



campus signage



campus signage



campus signage



campus signage



campus signage




